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Abstract7

In this study thermal conductivities of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) Catalyst Layers8

(CLs) were measured. The CLs were fabricated on a thin copper metal film, varied in composition and9

measured both when dry and in the presence of residual water. In order to demonstrate and evaluate the10

impact and relevance of the measurements, a 1-D thermal model was developed.11

It was found that dry CLs, and CLs containing very small water content, had thermal conductivity values12

of 0.07-0.11 W K−1 m−1 when compressed in the range of 5-15 bar compaction pressure. When adding13

water up to 70 moles of water per mole of sulphonic group, it was observed that the water only had an effect14

on the thermal conductivity with values much higher than those reported as the capacity of the ionomer.15

The literature suggests, depending on the CL, that the ionomer of a CL can carry up to around 10 moles16

of water per sulphonic group and that water content beyond this level is carried otherwise. We found that17

for water content beyond 20 moles water per sulphonic group increases the thermal conductivity of the18

CL considerably. Thus water that is not kept by the ionomer contribute to the increased effective thermal19

conductivity of the CL while the water kept by of the ionomer has no impact. Absolute values of the thermal20

conductivity of the wetted “super saturated” CLs were not possible to determine due to the statistical noise21

in these experiments. The CLs were all found to compress irreversibly and to become incompressible above22

10 bar compaction pressure23

When considering wet porous transport layers (PTL) and moderately humidified CL, the PEMFC maximum24

internal temperature difference increased by 33% when compared to the commonly assumed measured25

thermal conductivities. Considering that the CL constitute less than 10% of the total PEMFC thickness26
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(exc. the bipolar plates), it is evident that the results of this paper are very important for detailed PEMFC27

modelling and understanding.28

Keywords: Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC), Through-Plane Thermal Conductivity,29

Catalyst Layers (CL), Porous Transport Layer (PTL), Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)30

1. Introduction31

Hydrogen is the fuel with the highest available gravimetric energy density. It is also a fuel that can be32

processed from almost any other energy sources. Currently, the most efficient and dynamic technology to33

convert the free energy of the hydrogen-oxygen chemical reactions is the low temperature Polymer Elec-34

trolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC). When considering automotive applications; thermal management,35

degradation (ageing), and cost reductions are important factors for commercial deployment and success. A36

PEMFC is made of several important components, i.e. the Membrane Electrolyte Assembly (MEA) sand-37

wiched between a thin Micro Porous Layer (MPL) and a somewhat thicker Porous Transport Layer (PTL).38

The MEA, in turn, consists of a membrane coated with catalyst layers, CL, on each side (Figure 1). In this39

paper we present for the first time, separate measurements of the thermal conductivity of the catalyst layer40

and compare it to thermal conductivities of other PEMFC components.41

1.1. The role of the CL in a PEMFC42

The CL, which is bound on one side by the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and on the other side by the Polymer43

Electrolyte Membrane (PEM), is the most active layer in an MEA of complex functionalities. It is a three-44

dimensional (3-D) porous structure composed of a network of catalyst nanoparticles and ionomer fragments.45

It is the layer where the electrochemical reactions take place, providing pathways for the transport of elec-46

trons, protons, reactants and products while facilitating Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction (HOR) at the anode47

and the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) at the cathode.48

With respect to the importance of achieving high performance of PEMFC, extensive work has been per-49

formed to examine how the CL properties such as (i) the structure, (ii) the catalyst loading, and (iii) the50

ionomer content affect the fuel cell performance [1–4]. In contrast to that, the literature describing how51

the CL properties affect the heat management in the PEMFC is limited [5, 6], while this is very important52
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for real fuel cell applications [7] because the degradation of the ionomer, carbon supports and platinum53

nanoparticles is strongly associated with the temperature variations in the CL [8–10].54 Figure 1

1.2. Measured Thermal Conductivity Measurements of PEMFC Components55

Reliable measurements of the thermal conductivity of PEMFC materials is important and at the same time56

challenging. The water content, compaction pressure and temperature will change during PEMFC operation.57

Moreover, the PEMFC layer components are very thin with some of them being partially transparent. For58

some of the materials, the thermal conductivity is also non-isotropic. The challenges are different for each59

material and we present herein a short review of previous efforts in obtaining the thermal conductivity of the60

PEMFC component.61

Based upon the available literature, it is fairly safe to say that the thermal conductivity of the PTL is now62

becoming well understood. The most thorough review available on this topic is, to our knowledge, one by63

Zamel and Li [11].64

For the PTL, the in-plane and through-plane thermal conductivities are different. Because the in-plane elec-65

tric conductivity is several times larger than the through-plane electrical conductivity, it was first postulated66

[12–14] and later verified experimentally [15–17] that the in-plane thermal conductivities are several times67

larger than the through-plane ones. It was found that the in-plane thermal conductivities are five to ten times68

larger than the through-plane ones (mainly depending on the PTL compaction).69

In through-plane thermal conductivity measurements, the thermal contact resistance, the bulk material ther-70

mal conductivity and the thickness change with the applied compaction pressure must be accounted for71

[18–20]. In these measurements, one must separate the thermal contact resistance from the bulk material72

thermal resistance, which can lead to difficulties and reasonable assumptions must be made and accounted73

for. Both water and PolyTetraFluorEthylene (PTFE) will affect the thermal conductivity of the PTL [19–23].74

First, the thermal conductivity was measured in-situ in the fuel cells by embedding thermocouples between75

the MPL and the catalyst layers and determining the thermal conductivity form the heat sources, see Vie and76

Kjelstrup [24]. The lack of precise knowledge of the location for the thermocouples reduced the precision77

with this approach. The first ex-situ experiments of thermal resistance (of the sample and the contact to78

the apparatus) were reported by Ihonen et al. [25]. Khandelwal and Mench [22] reported the first ex-situ79

measurements of PTL materials where the thermal conductivity and the thermal contact resistance to the80
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apparatus was de-convoluted. In this study [22], the compression, and thus the actual thickness, was not81

measured and hence the precision of the reported values decreased. Ramousse et al. [26] used a similar82

approach. The first report on ex-situ measurements accounting all of the three parameters required by83

Fourier’s law and as a function of compaction pressures was that of Burheim et al. [19]. When correcting84

for the actual thickness due to the compression, the reported thermal conductivity values change by 5-20%.85

Perhaps the most important part of this study was that we demonstrated that the PTL-PTL contact thermal86

resistance is negligible and that therefore neglecting this when stacking materials is a valid approach for87

through-plane thermal conductivity measurements. Generally, these studies together suggested and agreed88

that at room temperature for dry materials the through-plane thermal conductivity of an ELAT PTL is around89

0.2 W K−1 m−1, a Sigracet PTL 0.3-0.4 W K−1 m−1 and Toray PTL is 0.3-0.8 W K−1 m−1.90

Changes in temperature lead to changes in thermal conductivity for PTLs. These were measured both for91

in- and through-plane thermal conductivity by Zamel et al. [17, 27]. For the through-plane thermal conduc-92

tivity with thickness controlled compression; it was found that at 16% compression (unknown compaction93

pressure) the thermal conductivity of the PTL, regardless of PTFE content, does not depend significantly on94

temperature [27]. For the in-plane thermal conductivity, it was found that for PTFE free PTLs the thermal95

conductivity is lowered by ∼ 50% when comparing values measured at room temperature to values from96

measurements undertaken at 60 ◦C and higher [17]. For the PTFE treated samples, the in-plane thermal97

conductivity is nearly unaffected in the range of -20 to +120 ◦C, respectively [17]. This is similar to what98

Khandelwal and Mench reported for Nafionr [22].99

Adding water to the PTL has been measured to increase the thermal conductivity of every type of PTL at100

room temperature by a factor between two and three [20]. A recent study shows that the thermal conductivity101

increases gradually with the water content [28]. Moreover, this study shows that this effect is appears the102

strongest as water first enter the PTL and then level out as the pores are filled with water. The absence of103

a linear behaviour was previously shown [20], but never quantified like this [28]. At elevated temperatures,104

i.e. temperatures above 70 ◦C, the effective thermal conductivity is increased further by the so called heat105

pipe effect. The heat pipe effect is found to increase the through-plane thermal conductivity by 20-40%.106

[21].107

PTFE is, on the contrary to water, found to decrease the through-plane thermal conductivity of every type of108

PTL. This is a common conclusion among all studies that includes varying the PTFE content. The common109
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understanding in the literature appears to be that under the absence of PTFE and when a PTL is compressed,110

more “fibre-to-fibre” contacts are produced leading to an increase of the effective thermal conductivity. In111

the presence of PTFE the uncompressed thermal conductivity of a PTL is increased by PTFE conducting112

some heat between the carbon fibres [29]. As soon as the PTL is compressed, the PTFE only inhibits more113

fibre to fibre contacts and then the effective through-plane thermal conductivity of the PTL is lowered in the114

presence of PTFE. This is observed even as the smallest portions of PTFE is added to the PTL.115

Aged PTLs have reduced PTFE content. It has been shown that heat and water together remove some of116

the PTFE in the PTL. However an effect for the thermal conductivity is absent for the PTL dry thermal117

conductivity while the PTL becomes more susceptible to water when aged. Thus, the PTFE appear to be118

removed only at the locations away from fibre-to-fibre contact such that the thermal conductivity of the dry119

PTL remains unaffected and that the material still take up more water [30].120

For Nafionr, the PEMFC most commonly used membrane, there exists two studies on thermal conductivity.121

One shows that the thermal conductivity at room temperature increases linearly with water uptake, from 0.18122

to 0.27 W K−1 m−1 at water content of close to 0 and up to 22 water per sulphonic group [19]. Another123

study showed that the thermal conductivity of a dry Nafionr increases linearly with temperature, from 0.17124

to 0.14 at room temperature and 65 ◦C [22].125

The thermal conductivity of different MPL made for PEMFC were, to our knowledge, for the first time126

investigated independently of any other fuel cell components [31]. The value was found to vary between127

0.06 and 0.10 W K−1 m−1 at compaction pressures around 5 and 16 bar. Despite that the MPL are among128

the thinnest layers of a PEMFC they appear with a thermal conductivity so low that they can still have129

an important effect on the overall temperature distribution in a PEMFC. A recent study by Thomas et al.130

showed that the temperature gradient across this layer contribute to water transport and also that this increase131

in temperature helps keeping the water in the MPL in a gas phase [32]. The MPL and the catalyst layers132

have many similarities and therefore it is interesting to investigate the thermal conductivity also of the CL.133

In this study we show that the thermal and mechanical properties of CL are very similar to that of the MPL134

and that these layers thus are far from isothermal in an operating PEMFC.135
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1.3. Water Content136

Thermal conductivity in PEMFC membrane and PTL materials has for long been known to be related to137

water content [19, 20]. For the perfluorosulfonate membrane, Nafionr, one typically gives the water content138

as number of water molecules per sulphonic group [33, 34]. This water content value is very often labelled139

λ and depends on the surrounding state of water. In this study we refer to the water content in this way, i.e.140

λ is moles of water per sulphonic group.141

Moreover, the water content of surroundings can refer to the relative humidity in the ambient gas phase or it142

can be liquid water. Standard membrane preparation (heating the membrane to 90 ◦C in an oxidising acidic143

aqueous solution) leads to the membrane having a water content of around 0.5 when in dry conditions, 12-14144

when exposed to water saturated gas (100% humidity) and around 22 when exposed to liquid water [33, 34].145

According to equilibrium thermodynamics, water in saturated gas is in equilibrium with liquid water and146

hence it is expected that the water content is the same regardless of whether the water was in saturated gas147

phase or liquid water. However, this is not the case and this is known for many materials which is generally148

named the Schroedinger paradox. What is interesting, is that if the membrane is not treated with heated149

acidic oxidizing aqueous solutions, the Schroedinger paradox is no longer observed, and this is known as150

the absence of the Schroedinger paradox [35]. In the absence of the Schroedinger paradox, the membrane151

never obtain λ values above 14.152

When the membrane becomes thinner the water content and proton conductivity also changes [36]. Clearly,153

care must be taken when considering the water content in the membrane material. Also, when the membrane154

is included in the catalyst layer the well established story about Nafionr and water content is different155

[37, 38]. When it comes to the water content in the catalyst layer, the Nafionr material will take up water156

linearly with relative vapour saturation up to 4-6 water molecules per sulphonic group. This is similar to157

what is seen in terms of additional absorption enthalpy of water in Nafionr [39]. Reucroft et al. showed158

that based on adsorption enthalpy of water, that water content above 5-6 in a Nafionr membrane relates159

to water-to-water interaction rather than water-to-sulphonic group interaction. In this context, it seems that160

water from a gas phase and in a catalyst layer will adsorb only to the sulphonic group water complex group161

and not to the ionomer back bone - which is reasonable considering the back bones similarities to PTFE.162

Another argument for this adsorption mechanism being reasonable for very thin ionomer films is that the163

activation energy for proton transport increases dramatically when the bulk membrane is made so thin that164
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it becomes a long chain with active sites rather than a bulk material1, as observed by Paul et al. [36]. In165

this transition, the liquid water phase between the active cites, i.e. sulphonic groups, is repelled by the166

PTFE-like backbone. Water up-take to the ionomer in a CL from a liquid phase is, to our knowledge, not167

reported for CLs, possibly because one easily loose control of the water content as liquid water fill up pores168

of the catalyst carbon particles. However, if extrapolating the Schroeder paradox in the light of reported169

water content of CL, one can expect an increase of up to 50% in the water content when the CL is exposed170

to liquid water, i.e. a water content up to 9. However, considering that in a bulk membrane water is carried171

as little reservoirs and that we have neither treated the CL with nearly boiling acid nor have a bulk phase, we172

consider the Schroedinger paradox absent for the CL as deployed in this study. Hence, if we, in this study,173

report λ values above the value of 6, the remaining (above 6) will then be considered allocated otherwise174

than to the sulphonic group inside the CL.175

2. Procedures176

2.1. Thermal conductivity measurements177

The measurement procedure is the exact same as the one in our previous paper on thermal conductivities in178

MPLs [30], and we refer to this paper for a more detailed explanation. The apparatus used in the experiments179

is depicted in Fig. 2. In brief, we measure the heat passing through the rig from top to bottom, qi, along180

with the temperature difference across the sample, T4 − T5, as shown in Eq. 1 - 2. This gives us the181

thermal resistance of the investigated sample, RSample. The sample can be a stack of materials or a single182

layer. Here, we measure the sum of the sample stack and the contact thermal resistance to the machine183

surface, RSample+2RApp.−Sample. The stacks consist of layers of CL sandwiched between thin copper184

and aluminium films. One needs to subtract for the thickness of these metal films as they have negligible185

contribution to the thermal resistance, i.e. they only contribute to the thickness. Finally, we plot the thermal186

resistance as a function of the CL thickness and obtain the thermal conductivity from the inverse of the value187

1Stricly speaking; Nafionr bulk material absorb water, sulphonic sites adsorb water and the CL containing sulphonic sites
absorb water
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of the slope.188

qupper = ksteel
T1 − T3
δ1−3

and qlower = ksteel
T6 − T8

δ6−8
(1)

qSample =
qupper + qlower

2
, and; RSample + 2RApp.−Sample =

T4 − T5

qSample
(2)

Figure 2

2.2. CL preparation189

For this study three types of catalyst layers were prepared - each in two different thickness’. These layers190

consisted of: 1) carbon black and ionomer equally in weight, 2) carbon black with 20wt% Pt and ionomer191

in equal weights, and 3) carbon black with 20 wt% Pt and twice as much ionomer in weight.192

The CL were made by spraying a dispersion of the catalyst ink containing ionomer and catalyst particles193

onto one side of the copper foil (28 ±2 µm, annealed, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar), followed by drying at 80 ◦C (N2194

atmosphere) for 2 h to evaporate all remaining solvent (isopropanol).195

The material was then overlaid with a thin pure aluminium foil and a circular punch was used to create discs196

that could be stacked on top of each other, in the same manner as in our paper on thermal conductivity of197

the MPL [30].198

2.3. Statistical Analysis and Accuracy of the Measurements199

The thermal conductivity apparatus was calibrated using materials with known thermal conductivity, see200

[19]. These values are known with 5% accuracy and thus this is the accuracy limitation of the reported201

values in this paper. Some of the results are reported with double standard deviations that are larger or202

smaller than 5% of the reported value. This is as the thermal conductivities are obtained by using a the203

linear regression in combination with a least square of residual approach. Hence the thermal conductivity204

variance reflects the fit on the line rather than the actual precision of the thermal conductivity.205

When subtracting for the aluminium and copper film thickness the variances, σ2δCu/Al
will propagate and206

increase the CL thickness variance, σ2δCL
as given by the equation of error propagation, Eq. 3. This, in207
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combination with the thickness calibration, is what gives the reported thickness double standard deviation,208

2σδsample
, reported along with the measured thermal resistance.209

σ2i =
i∑

n=1

(
∂f(x1, x2, ..., xi)

∂xn
σn

)2

(3)

2.4. Temperature Distribution Model210

Non-isothermal mathematical models have become more of a standard for PEMFCF over the past decade,211

see e.g. Bapat and Thynell [40] and by Zhang and Khandlikar [41]. In this paper we present a model that212

accounts for temperature gradients induced by standard heat sources in order to show the importance of213

the presented thermal conductivity values. With the objective of only demonstrating the effect of thermal214

conductivity in the CL we settle for a simple model as explained in the following paragraphs.215 Table 1

The model is developed in the commercial software Comsol 4.2a which is set to solve

∇ (ki∇T ) + Q̇i = 0 (4)

where ki is the thermal conductivity and Q̇i is the volumetric heat source for region i as given in Table 1.216

The model was solved using Dirichlet boundary conditions at the sides and fixed temperatures at the end.217

This eventually leaves us with a one-dimensional model. The model was solved for using quadratic mesh218

and because of the second order polynomial behaviour one needs only one frame (mesh) per layer.219 Figure 3

A linkage between the modelled area in this paper, a fuel cell sketch, and a SEM micrograph of two Freuden-220

berg FFCT H2315 3X196 PTL coated with MPL sandwiching a custom made MEA (0.4 mg Pt cm−2 on a221

Nafionr 212) are given in Fig. 3. Typically, the PTL thickness is around one order of magnitude thicker than222

the rest of the PEMFC layers. In this model we chose the thickness of 255 µm (similar to a Toray TGP-090223

at 13 bar compression) and that the PTL would contain some residual water. As discussed previously, the224

PTL is typically topped with a MPL that is partly integrated in the PTL an partly on top of the PTL [31]. The225

part of the MPL that is integrated with the PTL is considered to have the thermal properties of the PTL in this226

model while the MPL fraction on top is considered to have thermal properties of pure MPL - assumptions227

consistent with previous studies [30, 31]. Although the membrane in the SEM micrograph in Fig. 3 is a 2228

mill thick Nafionr, we have chosen to include a somewhat thinner membrane in the model. This is as we229
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know from experience that it is much likelier for a commercial PEMFC to have a 30 µm thick membrane230

than one of 55 µm. Finally, to the catalyst layers. These layers constitute the main interest in this study,231

and based on the known thermal conductivities of the other layers in the PEMFC the reported values in this232

paper are very low. In fact their thermal conductivity are one order of magnitude less than that of some of233

the most widely applied PTL. We have chosen to apply four different values of thermal conductivity in this234

model. This is so that one can get an idea of the impact of using the values obtained in this study compared235

to studies using values similar to those of the commercial PTL with the highest thermal conductivities.236

3. Results and Discussion237

3.1. Thermal conductivity238

The thermal conductivity was investigated for differently composed catalyst layers when dry and when239

humidified with water from a vapour phase. We separate the measurement results into two different sub-240

sections; one for the dry and and another for the wet materials.241 Table 2

3.1.1. Dry Catalyst Layers242 Figure 4

The thermal conductivity of the catalyst layers under various compaction pressure is listed in Table 2. The243

thermal conductivity is ranging from 0.04-0.08 W K−1 m−1 at 4.6 bar compaction pressure to 0.07-0.11244

at 16.1 bar compaction pressure. When comparing to the thermal conductivity of air, 0.025 W K−1 m−1,245

the thermal conductivity of this porous transport layer is very low. It is as high as four times that of air.246

The thermal conductivity of most porous carbon papers, PTL, used in fuel cells have a thermal conductivity247

in the range of 0.3-0.7 W K−1 m−1 (see the introduction), which is ten times larger than than what is248

observed for the catalyst layers in these measurements. However, if we compare these measurements to249

other electrochemical porous electrodes that are more similar to the CL than PTL, the reported thermal250

conductivity values are in good agreement. The thermal conductivity of such materials are; activated carbon251

mixed with 5 wt% PTFE for supercapacitors is around 0.13 W K−1 m−1 [42], activated carbon mixed with252

10-25 wt% PTFE for PEMFC MPL is in the range 0.07-0.10 W K−1 m−1 [31], non-graphitised carbon253

cones with 5 wt% polyvinylidene flouride, PVDF, is around 0.07 W K−1 m−1 [43]. In this context, the254

values measured and reported here are reasonable.255 Figure 5
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The only parameter in this study that has a significant impact on thermal conductivity of dry CL is the256

compaction pressure. This can be seen from the results in Table 2. This can also be seen in Figure 4, where257

the thermal resistance of the catalyst layer containing no Pt is shown for increasing compaction pressures.258

At first sight, however, the thermal conductivity can appear to be affected by the presence of Pt in the catalyst259

nanoparticles. This is not significant however. The only effect that can be seen in relation to the Pt content is260

an enlarged uncertainty of the actual value of the thermal conductivity. This is due to the measured thermal261

resistance being more scattered for these series of measurements. This can be seen when comparing Fig. 5262

to the results from 9.3 bar compaction pressure in Fig. 4. These three graph are fairly similar, again showing263

that the CL composition is of no significant importance to the thermal conductivity.264

On the other hand and when studying these three graphs in greater detail, it can off course be tempting to265

try to relate the scatter of the results in Fig. 5 to our chosen method of stacking the samples and excluding266

the stack internal contact resistances. In particular when looking at the measurements obtained with a267

one-to-one catalyst-Nafionr mixture in Fig. 5, where the two thicker measurement points consist of two268

layers stacked and the two thinner sample are single layers. However, when attempting to account for this269

potential extra internal contact resistance by “linearising” the two thicker and the two thinner samples, we270

do not obtain a result significantly different from the results in Table 2. Moreover, the trend in this figure271

is neither seen in any other of our studies nor in our validation of the chosen procedure and considered a272

random error.273 Figure 6

When studying the effect of compaction pressure, we turn to Fig. 6. For the three differently composed274

materials the trend is similar: The thermal conductivity is increased almost irreversibly and the thickness275

decreases entirely irreversibly. Moreover, theses changes appear much clearer during the first part of the276

compaction cycle. This effect can be seen in the light of compaction. That is; when these porous materials277

are compressed the thickness is reduced and the amount of contact points between the nanoparticles are278

increased. Correspondingly the thermal conductivity of the material as a whole increases. This increase can279

only occur up to the point when the material is fully compacted. From Fig. 4, 5, 6, and Table 2, the point280

of complete compaction appear to be at a compaction pressure of around 10 bar. This point is also the point281

when the thermal conductivity of similar materials appear to be independent of whether they are compressed282

as in our apparatus or machined by calendering [31, 42].283

The subject of response to compaction is important for at least two reasons; one is the comparison between284
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materials compacted by different tools and the other is the response of a dynamic compaction stress in a285

real fuel cell system. The first point is discussed previously in this section when validating our results.286

In a fuel cell system, the compaction is dynamic in part from thermal hysteresis and in part form wetting287

expansion in a Nafionr membrane. The PTL used in a PEMFC system today is typically much more288

elastic [44] than the membrane [19], MPL [31] and CL (seen here) and will therefore take up all of the289

expansion that occurs during the life cycle of a PEMFC. This is important because it means that the only290

thermal conductivity reported in this section that is really relevant for real life applications are those values291

measured at compaction pressures above 10 bars.292

The Nafionr content does not affect the thermal conductivity of the CL. This is perhaps surprising because293

it is well established by measurements and modelling (see the introduction) that PTFE impedes the heat294

transfer in PTL materials. This effect is known to appear from the point when PTFE is first introduced to the295

PTL materials and less so when more PTFE is added. Also for the MPL it is seen that changing the PTFE296

content from 10 to 25wt% does not change the thermal conductivity to any significant level. In this light it297

is not surprising that the thermal conductivity of the dry CL does not change significantly when doubling298

the Nafionr content.299

3.1.2. Catalyst Layers with Water300 Table 3

The presence of water is known to increase the thermal conductivity of the PTL [20, 21, 30] and the mem-301

brane of the PEMFC [19, 22]. Therefore we have also in this study included experiments where the inves-302

tigated materials contain liquid water. It is generally known that that PTFE makes these types of measure-303

ments difficult and that when Nafionr is present as thin as in a CL it goes from being relatively hydrophilic304

to being relatively hydrophobic. Moreover, measuring PTL materials with water is to our experience chal-305

lenging both in terms of obtaining a reproducible water content and also with respect to measure a thermal306

conductivity with high precision [20]. In this perspective we can only expect that the present study will307

obtain some qualitative results when it comes to determining the thermal conductivity of CLs containing308

liquid water.309 Figure 7

In Table 3 we have summarised the measured thermal conductivities and the water content in each case.310

In general, neither the compaction pressure nor the catalyst content appear to be the principal component311

for the change in thermal conductivity of the CL containing liquid water. The Nafionr content, however,312
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appear to have an enormous impact on the reproducibility of the thermal resistance measurements. As313

long as the ratio between the carbon particle content and the Nafionr content is on a one-to-on level we314

have steady measurements and the thermal conductivity ranges from 0.10 to 0.15 W K−1 m−1 when the315

compaction pressure increase from 5 to 16 bars. A similar trend, i.e. increasing thermal conductivity316

with increasing compaction pressure, appears also for the CL with higher ionomer content, however not317

significant. Moreover, the value of the thermal conductivity appear to be much larger for the CL with318

higher ionomer content. As difficult it is to assess this value precisely, it is clear from the measured thermal319

resistance, see Fig. 8, that this material absorb much more water and that the thermal resistance is reduced320

much more than for the wet CL containing equal amounts of catalyst particles and ionomer.321 Figure 8

We have chosen to represent the water content in terms of water molecules per sulphonic group, tradi-322

tionally labeled λ. As mentioned in the introduction, values above 6 (or possibly 9 in the presence of the323

Schroedinger paradox) is not likely to be related to Nafionr however. When we report a content of e.g.324

40, we consider that for every sulphonic group there are around 34 (or 31) water molecules in the CL that325

are not associated with the sulphonic group of the ionomer. This water can be trapped in pores of the CL326

particles or between the nanoparticles, thus contributing to an increase in the thermal conductivity. Looking327

carefully at Fig. 7 and 8 it seems as if there is a water content threshold for which the thermal specific328

resistance is significantly different from the dry CL. When the water content is less 25 we do not observe an329

impact on the measure thermal specific resistance. For the data points of the lower thickness this is difficult330

to argue because the measured thermal specific resistance is very low in both instances. For some of the331

thicker samples, however, this trend appear much more evident. In this study we did not have access to332

the equipment that could allow us to control the water content in detail. It is, nevertheless, an important333

observation to pursue in the future. This is as the state of water changes very rapidly and is very sensitive334

in the temperature range of 65-95 ◦C and that also the thermal conductivity clearly depends considerably on335

these conditions.336

The subject of precisely how and where this residual water content is allocated is can not be determined337

based upon the present paper. What can be concluded, however, is that for the reproducible thermal resis-338

tance measurements; the thermal conductivity increases with around 50%. Moreover, this result is obtained339

with the maximum water content that we could obtain. Thus we have a lower and an upper boundary340

for what the thermal conductivity can be, i.e. for a CL containing equal masses of catalyst particles and341
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Nafionr, the thermal conductivity of dry material is at least 0.07 W K−1 m−1 and the upper limit for the342

wet CL is 0.15 W K−1 m−1.343

3.2. Thermal modeling344 Figure 9

As already mentioned, a one-dimensional thermal model of a PEMFC operated at 70 ◦C, +0.7 V and 1345

A cm−2 was developed. In this model we changed the thermal conductivity of the CL from 0.07 to 0.7346

W K−1 m−1. The results are plotted in Fig. 9. When comparing the maximum temperature difference347

in the model for thermal conductivities as high as those of wet PTL (0.7) to those obtained for the dry348

CL thermal conductivity (0.07), the temperature difference increases by 33%. Even when comparing the349

temperature increase for the wet PTL (0.07) and the wet CL (0.11), the increase is more than 20%. This350

clearly demonstrates that the findings of this paper are important for the modellers and that more water351

content research of the CL is indeed needed.352

The model considers PTLs with a rather high thermal conductivity. This is due to the fact that under the353

land of a bipolar plate, the PTL typically contains residual water [45]. Hence the relative increase of the354

temperature difference value is maximised in this study. However, it is also well-known that under land is355

the lowest current density in fuel cell that have parallel flow fields [12, 46, 47]. Since the current densisty356

can be much larger under the gas flow channel and that this is the region with the highest current density, the357

absolute temperature difference can be much larger than what we have shown with our model. As interesting358

as it might be, studying this in greater detail is beyond the scope of this paper.359

4. Conclusions360

The thermal conductivity of catalyst layers (CL) for the PEMFC with different content of platinum and361

Nafionr ionomer was measured at different compaction pressure and with different water content. CL with362

little and moderate water content, thermal conductivity values were found to be in the range of 0.07-0.10363

W K−1 m−1 when the pressure increased from around 5 to 15 bar compaction pressure. When allowing364

water to condense onto the catlayst layers, the ionomer became over saturated with water and residual water365

was found in the catalyst layers. For these “supersaturated” CLs the thermal conductivity value can be366

expected to increase by 50% when the CL consists of equal amounts of Nafionr and catalyst nanoparticles.367

Doubling the Nafionr ionomer content strengthened the effect of increased thermal conductivity when368
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super saturating the CLs. Accounting for the uncertainty, a threefold increase in thermal conductivity is not369

unlikely. The CLs were all found to compress almost irreversibly and to be hardly compressible beyond a370

compaction pressure of around 10 bar.371

By deploying a one dimensional (1-D) model for an under-land region and 10 kA −2 at +0.7 V, it was shown372

that the maximum temperature difference between the polarisation plates and the PEMFC increased by as373

much as 33% when considering moderately humidified CLs.374
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Tables486

Table 1: The model parameters used for the model in this paper.

Material k / W K−1m−1 δi / µm Q̇i · δi / W m−2

Backing 200 ≥100 –

Contact 0.7 5 –

PTL 0.96 255 –

MPL∗ 0.10 10 –

Anode 0.07, 0.11, 0.15, 0.7 10 0.001 j

Cathode 0.07, 0.11, 0.15, 0.7 20
(
0.45 + 0.06ln j

104 + T∆S
2F

)
j

Membrane 0.25 30 δi
8.7j

2

∗Refers to MPL that is not integrated with the PTL.

Table 2: Measured thermal conductivities of the dry catalyst layers. Reported units are in mW K−1 m−1.

Press. C:Nafionr=1:1, C:Nafionr=1:1, C:Nafionr=1:2,

/ bar no Pt 20wt% Pt/C 20wt% Pt/C

4.6⇑ 74 ± 10 63 ± 27 64 ± 14

9.2⇑ 85 ± 9 69 ± 33 72 ± 20

13.8⇑ 95 ± 5 76 ± 30 78 ± 21

16.1⇑ 98 ± 8 78 ± 25 83 ± 24

4.6⇓ 87 ± 5 71 ± 24 75 ± 21
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Table 3: Thermal conductivity of differently composed and compressed catalyst layers that have absorbed water from condensing

steam.

Press. C:Nafionr=1:1, C:Nafionr=1:1, C:Nafionr=1:1,

/ bar no Pt 20wt% Pt/C 20wt% Pt/C

4.6⇑ 0.10 ± 0.13 0.13 ± 0.04 0.2 ± 0.3

9.2⇑ 0.13 ± 0.15 0.12 ± 0.02 0.3 ± 0.8

13.8⇑ 0.15 ± 0.14 0.12 ± 0.02 0.4 ± 0.9

16.1⇑ 0.14 ± 0.10 0.12 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 1.0

4.6⇓ 0.12 ± 0.18 0.11 ± 0.02 0.4 ± 0.8

λ 70 ± 30 40 ± 40 70 ± 30
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Figure Captions487

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a 7-layer structure MEA with MPL sandwiched between two PTL in turn

between two polarisation plates.

Figure 2. A 2D sketch of the apparatus used to measure thermal conductivity as reported here. [30]

Figure 3. A SEM micrograph of a PEMFC MEA, MPL, and parts of PTL (top) and a PEMFC (bottom)

illustrating the link to the chosen geometry in this study.

Figure 4. Measured thermal specific resistance for the CL containing no Pt catalyst and a Nafionr:carbon

ratio of 1:1.

Figure 5. Measured thermal specific resistance for the CL where the carbon particles contain 20 wt% Pt at

a compaction pressure of 9.3 bar.

Figure 6. Measured relative compression (left axes) and thermal conductivity (right axes) from around 4.6

bar compression and upwards to 16.1 bar and down again.

Figure 7. Measured thermal specific resistance for the CL containing no Pt catalyst and a Nafionr:carbon

ratio of 1:1. The figure shows the results for the dry samples and the samples containing water. The water

contents, λ, are indicated next to each data point.

Figure 8. Measured thermal specific resistance for the humidified CL at 9.3 bar compaction pressure, and

with 20 wt%Pt on the carbon and different ionomer content. The water contents, λ, are indicated next to

data point.

Figure 9. Modeled temperature profiles considered between the middle of two flow channel ribs.
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Figures488

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a 7-layer structure MEA with MPL sandwiched between two PTL in turn between two polarisation

plates.
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Figure 2: A 2D sketch of the apparatus used to measure thermal conductivity as reported here. [30]
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Figure 3: A SEM micrograph of a PEMFC MEA, MPL, and parts of PTL (top) and a PEMFC (bottom) illustrating the link to the

chosen geometry in this study.
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Figure 4: Measured thermal specific resistance for the CL containing no Pt catalyst and a Nafionr:carbon ratio of 1:1.
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Figure 5: Measured thermal specific resistance for the CL where the carbon particles contain 20 wt% Pt at a compaction pressure

of 9.3 bar.
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Figure 6: Measured relative compression (left axes) and thermal conductivity (right axes) from around 4.6 bar compression and

upwards to 16.1 bar and down again.
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Figure 7: Measured thermal specific resistance for the CL containing no Pt catalyst and a Nafionr:carbon ratio of 1:1. The figure

shows the results for the dry samples and the samples containing water. The water contents, λ, are indicated next to each data point.
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Figure 8: Measured thermal specific resistance for the humidified CL at 9.3 bar compaction pressure, and with 20 wt%Pt on the

carbon and different ionomer content. The water contents, λ, are indicated next to data point.
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Figure 9: Modeled temperature profiles considered between the middle of two flow channel ribs.
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